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MASSIVE GALAXY FOUND HIDDEN AMID COSMIC
DUST

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

This NASA image released on October 9, 2019 shows the centre of our Milky Way galaxy.   |
Photo Credit: AFP

Astronomers have found a massive galaxy, dating back to the early universe, lurking in cosmic
dust clouds– an advance that may open the doors for discovering a new galaxy population type.

The researchers, including those from the University of Massachusetts in the U.S., said the
discovery provides new insights into the first steps of some of the biggest galaxies in the
universe.

“We figured out that the galaxy is actually a massive monster galaxy, with as many stars as our
Milky Way, but brimming with activity and forming new stars at 100 times the rate of our own
galaxy,” said study co-author Ivo Labbe from the Swinburne University of Technology in
Australia.

As part of the study, published in the Astrophysical Journal, the researchers used the Atacama
Large Millimeter Array, or ALMA– a collection of 66 radio telescopes located in the high
mountains of Chile.

The lead author of the study, Christina Williams, said she noted a faint blob of light initially.

“It was very mysterious, but the light seemed not to be linked to any known galaxy at all. When I
saw this galaxy was invisible at any other wavelength, I got really excited because it meant that
it was probably really far away and hidden by clouds of dust,” she said.

According to the researchers, the signal came from so far away that it took nearly 12.5 billion
years to reach the Earth, when the universe was still in its infancy.

The astronomers believe the discovery may solve a long-standing puzzle in astronomy about
how some of the biggest galaxies in the early universe appear to have grown and matured very
quickly against theoretical predictions.

Additionally, smaller galaxies seen in the early universe with the Hubble space telescope are not
growing fast enough, the researchers said.

“Our hidden monster galaxy has precisely the right ingredients to be that missing link, because
they are probably a lot more common,” said Ms. Williams.

The study was carried out in only a tiny part of the sky, less than 1/100th the size of the Moon,
the researchers said.

Finding traces of the “monster” galaxy in a tiny strip of the cosmos, means either that this was a
lucky find, or that such galaxies are cloaked and lurking everywhere.

Ms. Williams said that she is eager for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) to take a look
at these cosmic entities once the revolutionary telescope is launched in 2021. “JWST will be
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able to look through the dust veil so we can learn how big these galaxies really are and how fast
they are growing, to better understand why models fail in explaining them,” she said.
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The 2019 Nobel Prize for Chemistry was awarded to John B. Goodenough, M. Stanley
Whittingham and Akira Yoshino for working towards the development of practical lithium-ion
batteries.
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